A solut ion has recently bee n given [Jones a nd Gallet, 1962J to the problem of represent ing the complex vari ations of ionospheric characteristics on a worldwide scale, including t heir diurnal variation, by numerical analysis of ionospheric data as m easured at t he stations, without prior han d operations. Whereas t he paper referred to above deals with " how to make numeri cal maps," the prese nt p aper is co ncemed with " how to use a numerical map" once it has been obtained. In cluded are (1) a precise definition of a numerical m ap , (2) effici e nt co mpu t ing procedures for applying numeri cal maps, including a gener a l method for co mpu t in g wor ldwide (o r polar) conto ur maps in either uni versal t ime or local mea n t im e, a nd (3) a la rge selection of graphical ill ustrations computed a uto matically from a n um erical map.
Introduction j :
In a recent paper by Jon es and Gallet [1962] a solution was given .to t1~~ problem. of represe~lti.ng the complex: properties of lOnosphenc charac ten stlCs ! on a worldwide scale, including their diurnal variahowever , that when electronic computing equipment is available, it is 111.0re accurate and usnally more efficient to use numerical m aps direc tly within the computer than to r ead and interpola te from contour maps.
tion, by numerical analysis of ionospheric data as m easured at the stations, without prior h and operation. 1 The solution referred to above is general I enough to be applied to any ionospheric characteristic, and, in fact, has already b een applied to the following: the critical frequency (JoF2) , the 3000-km m aximum u sable frequency fac tor (F2-M 3000 ), the maximum electron density (Nmax) , the height of !vmax (H m ax) , and the quarter thickness of a layer (SCAT) [see Wright, Wescott, and Brown, 1961] . With only slight modification, the m ethods co uld also include variations with h eight above the surface of the earth. Ionospheric r epresentations (or maps) obtained from this solution are given in a num erical form and are therefore r eferred to as numerical maps (sec. 2). Whereas the first referen ce [Jon es and Gallet, 1962] deals with " how to make numerical maps," the present paper is concerned with "how to use a numerical map" once it has been obtained.
A discussion of methods for applying numerical maps is given in section 3. Included are efficient computing procedures for evalua ting a numerical map and a general method for computing worldcontour maps in either universal time or local mean tim e. A wide selection of such graphical representations is given in section 4. Graphical displays of these types are n eeded for solving problems of HF radio propagation by manual operations and, moreover , serve a useful purpose in describing the complex properties of the ionosphere. One should recognize, As a means of illustration, t he numerical map used in the presen t paper is for th e monthly median of JOF2' September 1958. The types of illustrations given h er e could also b e give n for any other characteristic, and for predicted numerical m aps for future months, since these maps have exactly t he sam e mathematical form. We b egin in the following section by giving a precise defini tion of a numerical map.
. Numerical Maps r (A,8,t)
The term, numerical map, is used to denote a function r ( A,O,t ) of three variables, latitude (A), longitude (0) , and time (t ) , which r epresents an ionospheric characteristic, including its diurnal variation, on a worldwide scale. In order to apply such a fnnction once it has been obtained, one must know its exact form and the range of definition of each independent variable. We begin with the latter:
A= geographi c latitude:
O= geographic longitude:
(0 in degrees east of Greenwich) t = local mean hour angle: -180° ~ t ~ 180°, (3) t =(15h -1800), where h = local mean time (LMT) in hours.
For example, at noon LMT, h= 12 and t= Oo. Universal time (UT) can therefore b e introduced by means of the relation
where T is the universa.l hour a.ngle. (A, e) sin jt] j= l (5) where H denotes the number of harmonics retained for the diurnal variation and where the "Fourier" coefficients aj ( A,IJ) and bj (A,IJ) Gk( A,e) are given by k o = ll , k1= 37 , and k2= K = 45. Hence from (7) we have for th e highest powers of sin" in each of the three groups of the Gk( A,e) , qo= ll , Ql = 12, and Q2 = 3. The blanks in table 2 indicate zero coeffi cients. ' The systemat.ic and well·defi ned geographic vari ations of these Fourier coemcients are illustrated by an atbs of graphs for montllly median foF, for four seasonal months and for high and low years of solar activity [Jones, 19621 . Before considering methods for applying numerical ! maps in section 3, we insert here a brief word of , cau tion . The functions Gk( A,e) (in table 1) are not orthonormal relative to the coordinates (Ai, IJ ;) of the ionosph eric stations; hence one cannot obtain a best representation (in the sense of least squares) of lower degree by merely truncating the series I in (6) .3 When a numerical map is originally produced, aj (A,e) and bj ( A,e) are represented in terms of orthonormal functions, corresponding to ' the set of stations available for the particular month. Such series are then truncated at optimum places I determined by the noise and are subsequently , expressed in the form of (6) for convenience and f simplicity in practical applications [Jones and G allet, 1962 , ch . 2] .
The general form of r (A,e,t) is a "Fourier" time series

H r C A, e, t) = ao(A, IJ)+ :Z= [aj(A, IJ) cos jt + bj
Mai~a~7~~;~~inal 1 ---------, ---------- o 1----------------------------------------------------------1 --kl-~i ----sfn~; }..-ccs -x -cO-s-9----1(-=--1--sin~; -Xco-S2-XC-o.~-
Methods for Applying Numerical Maps
For applying numerical maps, a number of useful m ethods and techniques h ave been developed which eliminate slow and tedious hand work as much as possible and which make efficient use of automatic computing and plotting equipment. Th e discussion of such methods given in the present section is not intended to be exhaustive in n ature but rather I a starting place for developing furth er methods for I applying numerical maps. Included are such topics as (1) efficient methods fo r evaluating r (A,e,t ), (2) ' a general procedure for computing contour m aps, and (3) a numerical check on th e coefficients D sk • The methods described below have b een programed for use on several large-scale digital computers, th e IBM 704 and 7090 and the CDC 1604.
3.1. Evaluation of r (A, IJ, t ) Using the coefficients in table 2, one can compute th e valu e ofJoFz monthly median for September 1958 at any location on the earth and for any desired instant of time. This is the basic operation in most applications of numerical maps. The evalua tion of r C A, IJ, t) for fixcd values of A , e, and t can b e performed in th e straightforward manner indicated by (8), provided the coefficients D sk in table 2 are given. 4 However, it is frequ ently required to compute the value of r ex, B, t ) (a) at many locations for a fixed instant of time, or (b ) at a fixed loca tion for several different instants of time. In such cases considerable savings in computer cost can b e achieved by using one of th e following sets of procedures:
Given a fixed value to of th e local m ean hour angle.
Compute r ex, B, to) for several points (X, B).
Procedure:
Step 1 Step 1.
Step 2 . 
Step 3. Evalua te sin jt for j = l , 2, . , H , and cos jt for J= I , 2, .
, H for one of the given values of t.
Step 4·. 
A solution to this basic problem is given in the appendix. By r epeated application of this solution one can compute any of the three t y pes of contoUl' m aps m entioned above. Th e procedures are as follows.
a. W orld Maps in Universal Time
Let To denote a given universal hour angle (sec. 2) and let 
' Aswas pointcd out ln ,ection 2,the parameters H = 8,k.=1l, k,= :l7, k,= I( = 45,
Qo= ll , q,= 12, and q2=3 can be determined from table 2.
uSing t e Inet 0 gIven 111 t)e appen IX . y choosing M sufficiently large, the points on the map can be brought closely enough together to define , clearly each contour. In practice M can be made as large as we please, but for purposes of economy it is desirable to make it as small as can be allowed. Again the number M is chosen as described above. 
denote a set of lo cal mean hour angles. Again using th e solution given in the appendix, we can locate all values of A such that r (A,lJo, tm)= I q for some q= O,l , .. . , Q (15) for each value of m. As before, we must choose M large enough so that the points on the map clearly define each contour. M = 24 is sufficient for most ionospheric ell arac teris tics. Before considering the graphical illustrations in I section 4 compu ted by the above procedures, we describe briefly a useful numerical check which can be made on the coefficients DSk before each application.
A Numerical Check on the CoeHicients D Bk
In the normal operations of handling, sorting, and reproducing decks of punched cards and converting to magnetic tapes and reading into a computer , there is always the possibility th at a card will be misplaced or that a number will be transferred or reproduced inconectly. For this reason it is recommended that certain periodic checks be made when applying the coefficients DSk defining a numerical map.
One such test that can be performed automatically by th e computer is th e following. Given a set of correct values of the function r(A,IJ,t) for a few values of the independent variables A, IJ, and t, one can test all of coefficients DSk by recomputing the given values of r(A,O,t). If the functional values agree (to, say, SL'C digits) then the coefficients can be used with confidence. As an example we give a set of functional values in table 3 that can be used to test the coefficients in table 2. 
Graphical Representations From Numerical Maps
As was mentioned abovc, man~T interesting and useful results can be produced from a numerical map. The basic application , using the cocfficien ts D s k , is to compute tbe value of r (A,IJ,t)-i.e. , of the iOllOspheric characteristic-at any desired location and instant of time in the three-dimensional space o[ latitude, longitude, and local mean time. 5 For the purpose of illustration, a schematic diagram of tbis space is given in figure 1. In this diagram several types of (two-dimensional) cuts and (onedimensional) lines are shown, on each of which a graphical representation of the ionospheric characteristic can be produced from its numerical map . These cu ts and lines, summarized in table 4, should be considered only a suggestive sample and not an exhaustive set. 
, Si mple proced u res for m aking this applica tion were given in section 3.2. These can be performed with such speed by an electronic co mputer that very ex tcnsi ve a pplications are prac tical.
FIGURE 1. ThT ee-dimensional space of A,O,t.
A = geographic latitud e, 0 = geographic longitude, t = lo cal mean hour angle, T = universal hour angle.
In this section, examples are given of graphical representations for each cut and line in table 4, such representations being computed directly from the coefficients in table 2. For each line in the threedimensional space ( fig. 1) , the graphical representation is a simple two-dimensional graph computed from r (A,e,t) in the obvious manner. For cuts, however, the representations take the form of contour maps on which selected values of r (A,e,t) are traced throughout a plane region. Such maps are computed by solving high degree polynomial equations in sin A for points lying on selected meridian lines (sec. 3.2). Since r(A ,e,t) is defined continuously throughout the space, points on the contours can be obtained as close together as desired. The following are illustrations of such graphs and contour maps.
.1. World Maps in Universal Time
VlT orld maps of monthly median JoF2 in universal time (Cut III) are illustrated in figures 2 and 3. Such maps are probably the most useful for problems of radio propagation, since they represent the ionospheric characteristic all over the world at a fixed instant. The maps, given for the four hours, UT = OO, 06, 12, 18, are presented in such a way that it is always midnight in LMT at the extreme left boundary and noon in LMT at the center. This type of presentation enables one to see the relatively small continuous deformations in the ionosphere as the earth rotates about its axis.
Since the geographic poles are singular points in the numerical maps, the function r(A,e,t ) is physically I meaningless in the immediate neighborhood of the north and south poles. Therefore, in these regions dashed lines (interpolated by h and) have been inserted in the contour maps to give a meaningful extention to the poles. Similarly dashed lines h ave been inserted in figures 4, 5, 8, and 9.
Polar Maps in Universal Time
Polar maps of monthly median JoF2 in universal time (Cut III) , illustrated in figures 4 and 5, are similar to the world maps in UT (figs. 2 and 3). Su ch maps are more convenient for working with radio circuits passing over the polar caps than the (rectangular) world maps in UT shown in figures 2 and 3.
World Maps in Local Mean Time
World maps of monthly median foF2 in local mean time (Cut 1) represent the worldwide geographic variations which are not produced by changes in the hour angle of the sun (figs. 6 and 7). Such maps are particularly useful in studying the complex and, 
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r::=t--6 7 iJi( '-t:::+- . to some extent, ilTegular geographic variations due to seasonal changes, the earth's magnetic fi eld, and other factors affecting th e ionospher e, The maps are given for four different hours (LMT = OO , 06, 12, 18), illustrating the different conditions occurring at midnight, sunrise, noon, and late afternoon, respectively.
Maps in Latitude and LMT
Maps of monthly medianjoF2 in latitude and LMT (Cu t II) ar e given in fi gures 8 and 9 for several fixed values of longitude, These maps ar e similar to the "longitude zone" maps presently given in the CRPL-D Series. However , in contrast with t he D series, it is not assumed h ere that longitudinal variation of th e ionospheric chanwteristic is constant within a given zone, SEPTEMBER, 1958 I r "
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Diurnal Variation
The diurnal variation for monthly median joF2
(Line A) is illustrated in figures 10 and 11 for several different lo cations on the earth (t he points of intersection of the two meridians 90 0 E and 285°E with the five parallels 0°, ± 20 0, ± 500). These graphs illustrate the strong changes in th e diurnal variation with geographic position.
.6 . Longitudinal Variation (Fixed LMT)
The longitudinal variation of monthly median j aF2 (Line B ) for a fixed instant of LMT is illustr ated by th e graphs in figure 12 . The ch anges in this variation (corresponding to different latitudes and hours of LMT) are typified by the graphs for each of th e hours, 00 and 12, and for each of the latitudes 0°, ± 20°, ± 50 0. 
.7 . Latitudinal Variation (Fixed LMT)
The latitudinal variation of monthly median JOF2 (Line C) for a fixed instant of LMT is shown by the graphs in figure 13 . Graphs are given for each of the fixed longitudes OO E , 90 0 E, 180 0 E , and 270 o E , for each hour, LMT = OO and 12.
.8 . Longitudinal Variation (Fjxed UT)
The variation of monthly m edian JoF2 with longitude (Line D ) for a fixed instant of UT is illustrated by t h e graphs in figure 14 , for the two hours, UT = OO and 12, for each of the fixed latitudes 0°, ± 20°, ± 50°. 
. Summary
It has been pointed out that a numerical map is defined by means of a relatively small table of numerical coeffi cients with which many u seful applications can be made. In particular, one can compute the value of the ionospheric characteristic at any desired location and instant of time. By means of this operation a wide variety of graphical represen tations can be computed automatically and plotted by m achine. These include, for example, world and polar contour maps in either universal time or lo cal mean time, illustrations of which wer e given in section 4. h ---r---- Although su ch graphical displays have many important uses, it should be re-emph asized that numerical maps can be used to the greatest advantage and efficiency within th e computer-th at is, by l etting the machine compute the values of the ch aracteristic rather than by reading them manually from a contour map . The computer can do this much faster and more accurately than a person reading and interpolating between maps.
. Appendix: Basic Problem in Computing
Contour Maps
Let us assume that we have been given a , f-S-r-..
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~c:--- (see sec. 3.2) . Thus the problem consists in solving hi~h degree polynomial equations in sin A for points }.. lying along selected meridians. The method we employ has two main steps, (1) to isolate the roots within certain small intervals and (2) to approach each root by a method of successive approximation. We begin the discussion with a description of two basic parameters which must be determined. These parameters are associated with the function r(}.. ,e,t ).
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---L::: . In order to solve the problem outlined above, two parameters e and N are needed. The determination of thes~ par.ameters d~pends upon certain gener al properties of the functIOn r (A,8,t) as follows, The positive numJ:>er t, determines 6 the permissible error ill an approxlillatIOn to a root of (16) For, a . very, flat p~rt of the function r(A,8,t), large vanatIOns ill the illdependent variables make only small .cha.r:ges in r (A,8,t) . Thus, for a given t, the error ill A IS proportIOnal to the "flatness" of r(A,8,t).
• As can be seen, • is not it~elf the upper bonnd of the error in X bnt only detcrmmes what that upper bcnnd will be for a particular function r (A,o,t 
where n = O, 1, .. " N. (19) Therefore N must be chosen large enough so that ---. In the remaining par t of the appendix we shall assume that € and N have been appropriately chosen and that 0 and t are held fixed; hence for simplicity we shall WI·ite r(A) in place of r (A,O ,t ).
. Isolation of the Roots in the nth Interval
We consider first the problem of determining the number of roots in the nth interval (IS). We The end points An can also be roots an d must therefore be checked. We shall denote the "In roots in the nth interval by 
